Few questions on infectious disease are more important than understanding how and why avian influenza A viruses successfully emerge in mammalian populations, yet little is known about the rate and nature of the virus’ genetic adaptation in new hosts. Here, we measure, for the first time, the genomic rate of adaptive evolution of swine influenza viruses (SwIV) that originated in birds. By using a curated dataset of more than 24,000 human and swine influenza gene sequences, including 41 newly characterized genomes, we reconstructed the adaptive dynamics of three major SwIV lineages (Eurasian, EA; classical swine, CS; triple reassortant, TR). We found that, following the transfer of the EA lineage from birds to swine in the late 1970s, EA virus genes have undergone substantially faster adaptive evolution than those of the CS lineage, which had circulated among swine for decades. Further, the adaptation rates of the EA lineage antigenic haemagglutinin and neuraminidase genes were unexpectedly high and similar to those observed in human influenza A. We show that the successful establishment of avian influenza viruses in swine is associated with raised adaptive evolution across the entire genome for many years after zoonosis, reflecting the contribution of multiple mutations to the coordinated optimization of viral fitness in a new environment. This dynamics is replicated independently in the polymerase genes of the TR lineage, which established in swine following separate transmission from non-swine hosts.

1. Introduction

Cross-species transmission among birds, swine and humans is a key aspect of the pathogenicity and epidemiology of influenza A viruses. While wild aquatic and shore birds are the natural reservoir of the virus, transmissions to swine and humans have been repeatedly observed [1–3]. Although many such cross-species events result in isolated infections or self-limited chains of transmission in mammals, most notably for highly pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza in humans [4], some viruses have established persistent circulation in swine populations [5,6].

Of these, the Eurasian (EA) lineage of swine influenza A virus (SwIV) is particularly notable, as it represents a recent and highly successful transfer from birds to mammals. When first reported in Belgium in 1979, EA SwIV possessed a wholly avian-like genome [1], and has since become established in European swine populations [5,6]. EA viruses subsequently spread to Hong Kong and southern China around the turn of the millennium, where they largely
replaced pre-existing strains [8]. By contrast, the ‘classical swine’ (CS) SwIV lineage has circulated among swine in North America for at least 80 years, and probably longer. The earliest known CS virus was isolated in 1930 and is related to the human 1918 ‘Spanish flu’ pandemic strain. CS SwIV viruses continue to circulate in North America and have, since 1974, also been detected in Asia [8,9]. The triple reassortant (TR) SwIV surfaced in North American pigs in 1998, bearing a heterogeneous genome that comprised gene segments originating from avian-, swine- and human-influenza A viruses [6,10].

For several reasons, swine influenza A viruses are important to human health. First, direct transmissions between pigs and humans are frequently observed [2,11,12]. Second, epithelial cell surfaces in the swine airway are thought to contain both α-2,3 and α-2,6 galactose sialic acid receptors, permitting entry and infection by human and avian influenza viruses (AIVs; [13]), thereby enabling the reassortment of human and avian influenza viruses when these co-infect the same pig [14]. Swine have thus long been considered an intermediate host, within which AIV might effectively adapt to human hosts [15]. Third, because of the frequent interaction between humans and pigs, human influenza pandemics can originate in swine, as demonstrated by the emergence in 2009 of pandemic H1N1 influenza (pH1N1/09), which derived from a reassortment of EA and TR swine influenza viruses [16].

There is little doubt that the cross-species transmission of influenza viruses involves adaptive evolution, particularly when viruses of avian origin emerge in mammalian hosts. Reverse genetics experiments have shown that amino acid changes in the haemagglutinin (HA) and polymerase viral proteins alter infection efficiency in mammals [17–19]. More recently, debate has followed the announcement that, through a process of experimental adaptation in the laboratory, H5N1 influenza genes of avian origin can become transmissible among ferrets [20,21]. Despite this, far less is known about the adaptive dynamics of influenza viruses to transmissible among ferrets [20,21]. The triple reassortant (TR) SwIV surfaced in North American pigs in 1998, bearing a heterogeneous genome that comprised gene segments originating from avian-, swine- and human-influenza A viruses [6,10].

From unique selective sweeps at different codons, whereas $d_S/d_d$ ratio methods are most sensitive to recurrent selection at the same codon. Although the latter mode of selection prevails in the antigenic HA and NA genes of influenza, the former is likely to be prevalent in the remainder of the influenza genome. Unlike phylogenetic $d_S/d_d$ methods, our approach cannot pinpoint the action of natural selection to specific amino acids, but can be practically applied to exceptionally large datasets.

Here, we use this framework to estimate, for the first time, the rate of molecular adaptation in swine influenza viruses. We reconstruct the adaptive dynamics of all gene segments of the three major SwIV lineages (EA, CS and TR). Because our method is suitable for very large datasets, we used all available SwIV gene sequences. However, despite an abundance of genomes for the CS and TR lineages, there was a paucity of EA SwIV genomes during 1990–2000, and we therefore sequenced an additional 41 EA lineage genomes from archival material. We also include two methodological improvements upon our previous work [25]. First, we undertake equivalent analyses of the HA and NA genes, making direct comparisons between them, which are reliable. Second, we use a more sophisticated model-fitting and validation procedure that allow for nonlinear rates of adaptation through time.

2. Material and methods

(a) New Eurasian lineage swine influenza genomes

We sequenced the full genomes of 41 swine influenza A isolates previously identified as subtype H1N1 by serology or HA gene sequencing. All genes of all 41 isolates belonged to the EA SwIV lineage (determined using phylogenetic methods; see below). Isolates had been collected during routine surveillance and stored at either the Animal Health & Veterinary Laboratories Agency, UK, the National Institute for Medical Research, Mill Hill, UK or the European Surveillance Network for Influenza in Pigs (ESNIP 1/2; Ghent University, Belgium). Isolates were sampled between 1992 and 2007 from UK, Italy, France, Poland, Belgium and the Czech Republic. Methods of viral extraction, amplification, sequencing, assembly and accession numbers are provided in the electronic supplementary material.

(b) Collation of datasets

We obtained all available SwIV whole genomes on 1 March 2011 from the NCBI Influenza Virus Resource. Recombinant or laboratory-generated strains, those containing segments from non-swine sources and those containing sequences with an excess (greater than 5%) of gaps/ambiguity codes, were excluded. All sequence dates, locations and labels were cross-checked with those on GenBank. Separate alignments were compiled for each virus gene (PB2, PB1, PA, HA, NP, NA, M1, M2, NS1 and NS2). Non-coding regions and overlapping reading frames were removed. Because the majority of NS2 consists of overlapping codons, this gene was excluded. We studied each swine or human influenza lineage between 1977 (or a later date of cross-species transfer) and the present day. Sequences with similar sampling dates were grouped. Time points containing less than nine sequences were not included; however, up to three contiguous years were collated into a time point to achieve adequate sample sizes. The date of each time point was taken to be the average of all the individual sequence dates comprising that time point [25]. The dates of the most ancestral sequence for each lineage were 1987 for EA, 1976 for CS, 1999 for TR and 1977 for the human H1N1 and H3N2 lineages.
(c) Structural subalignments for haemagglutinin and neuraminidase

From the HA gene alignment, we created four subalignments, comprising (i) the HA1 (globular, antigenically variable) subdomain, (ii) the HA2 (proximal membrane) subdomain, (iii) all HA codons that are solvent-accessible and (iv) all HA codons that are solvent-inaccessible. For the NA gene, we created two subalignments comprising (v) all NA codons that are solvent-accessible and (vi) all NA codons that are solvent-inaccessible. To predict which residues on the surfaces of trimeric HA and NA were solvent-exposed, structure-based alignments were performed as previously reported [26]. Briefly, amino acids were aligned with MULTALIN [27] using sequences from closely related HA structures as references (Protein Data Bank: 2HTY, 1RUZ, 3EMY and 1NN2). The structure-based sequence alignments were plotted with ESPRRIPT [28], and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) models used to map secondary structure and calculate solvent-accessibility. Prior to the determination of solvent-accessibility, all extraneous water molecules and ligands were removed from each PDB model.

(d) Phylogenetic quality control

For each alignment and subalignment, maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogenies were estimated under a GTR + Γ nucleotide substitution model using GARLI v. 2.0. These were then inspected using PATH-O-GEN, which provides a regression of sampling date against the temporal range of pH1N1 isolate sequences, we added them to a comprehensive set of reference strains. Our study strains were classified by estimating ML phylogenies for each genome segment (see the supplementary material, figure S1), within which the various SwIV lineages (EA, CS, TR and pH1N1/09) could be identified. Isolates representing each SwIV lineage are shown in figure 2. Adaptation rates are expected, the EA lineage is monophyletic and descended from the largest monophyletic group descended from the founding cross-species transmission of that lineage. The temporal range of pH1N1/09 isolates was too narrow to permit analysis and these were removed. For the TR lineage, only PB2, PB1 and PA sequences were retained, as only these genes have remained monophyletic since their introduction to swine. After quality control, each EA gene alignment contained 150–216 isolates, each CS alignment contained 246–438 isolates and each TR alignment contained 130 isolates (see the electronic supplementary material). For human influenza A, we used the alignments from the study of Bhatt et al. [25], comprising 775 seasonal H1N1 and 1674 H3N2 subtype genomes (see the electronic supplementary material). All alignments are available from the authors on request.

(e) Estimating the rates of adaptive evolution

For each swine influenza lineage and gene, we estimated the number of adaptive fixations and an overall rate of adaptive substitution using the method introduced in Bhatt et al. [25]. This method, based on the work by Williamson [29], calculates the number of adaptive fixations that have occurred between an ancestral nucleotide sequence and a main alignment of nucleotide sequences (which represents a later time point). Calculation begins by classifying each nucleotide site that differs between the ancestor and the main alignment into one of the following eight categories: (i) synonymous fixation, (ii) non-synonymous fixation, (iii) synonymous high-frequency polymorphism, (iv) non-synonymous high-frequency polymorphism, (v) synonymous mid-frequency polymorphism, (vi) non-synonymous mid-frequency polymorphism, (vii) synonymous low-frequency polymorphism or (viii) non-synonymous low-frequency polymorphism. The number of sites in each category is denoted as \( s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5, s_6, s_7, s_8 \) respectively. High-, mid- and low-frequency polymorphisms are defined as having observed frequencies greater than 0.75, 0.75–0.15 and less than 0.15, respectively; these are derived states with respect to the ancestral sequence. A proportional counting method is used to account for multiple changes at the same nucleotide site and to reduce statistical error (see methods and simulations in Bhatt et al. [30]). Under the assumption that synonymous mutations and mid-frequency polymorphisms are neutral, the expected number of non-neutral substitutions in each frequency class is defined as:

\[
a_1 = n_1 - s_1 \left( \frac{r_m}{s_m} \right), \quad a_2 = n_2 - s_2 \left( \frac{r_m}{s_m} \right) \tag{2.1}\n\]

Full derivation and validation of this approach are provided in Bhatt et al. [25]. All terms in equation (2.1) are expectations [29]; hence, random error can generate negative values when counts are small. Negative values must be set to zero, but are rare because we calculate \( r_m \) and \( s_m \) by combining information across time points [25]. The total number of adaptive substitutions is \( a = a_1 + a_2 \). To evaluate the rate of adaptive substitution, we calculate \( a \) for each consecutive time point, thereby generating a time series for the accumulation of adaptive substitutions through time. We also estimate the proportion of non-synonymous substitutions (or high-frequency polymorphisms) that are adaptive, as \( \frac{(a_n + a_2) \left( r_m + r_f \right)}{a_1} \). As in the study of Bhatt et al. [25], the ratio \( \frac{r_m}{s_m} \) for the HA and NA genes is calculated from the ‘internal’ partition to avoid bias. Computer software to calculate \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) (called ADAPT-A-RATE) is available at http://evolve.zoo.ox.ac.uk, and source code is available from the authors on request.

Previously, we estimated adaptation rates from the time series of \( a \) values using linear regression, and evaluated statistical robustness using a bootstrap approach in which codons were randomly sampled with replacement from the original alignments [25]. Here, we extend this to include fitting of orthogonal quadratic and cubic polynomials. All fitted lines or curves are constrained to pass through the origin. Because our time-series data are autocorrelated, we used a one-step-ahead cross-validation approach [31] to choose the best-fitting model. This procedure was undertaken as follows: (i) an orthogonal model (linear, quadratic or cubic) was selected. (ii) The chosen model was fitted using least-squares to a subset (containing \( r \) observations) of the full time series (comprising \( t \) observations). Given the fitted model, let \( y_{n+1} \) denote the forecast of the next observation (whose true value is \( y_{n+1} \)). (iii) The mean square error (m.s.e.) of the predicted data point, \( (y_{n+1} - y_{n+1})^2 \), was calculated. (iv) Steps (ii) and (iii) were repeated for \( n = m, ..., t - 1 \), where \( m \) is the minimum number of observations needed to fit the model. (v) The m.s.e. for the chosen model was calculated. (vi) Steps (i)–(v) were repeated for each model. (vii) The best-fitting model was chosen as that which fits the time series with the minimum m.s.e.

3. Results

ML phylogenies for the HA and NA genes of the EA lineage are shown in figure 1, in order to illustrate the phylogenetic distribution of the new EA genomes generated in this study. As expected, the EA lineage is monophyletic and descended from related AIV strains. The new EA isolates substantially increase the whole genome genetic data available for this lineage. Estimated rates of molecular adaptation for each gene of each SwIV lineage are shown in figure 2. Adaptation rates are
expressed as average number of adaptive substitutions per codon per year, and were estimated using linear regression. Rates were estimated for all genes of the EA (green) and CS (blue) SwIV lineages, and for the polymerase genes of the TR lineage (magenta; see Material and methods). Figure 2 also includes equivalent results for two human influenza A lineages, seasonal H1N1 (orange) and H3N2 (black). The human influenza results are very similar to those in Bhatt et al. [25], except that here both the HA and NA genes are partitioned according to solvent-accessibility (see Material and methods).

The most striking result is that, in every genomic region, the estimated adaptation rates for EA genes exceed those of...
Figure 3. The accumulation of adaptive substitutions through time in the HA and NA genes of avian-origin H1N1 SwIV. Each point represents the estimated number of adaptive substitutions between that time point and the ancestral sequence for that lineage. The error bars show the 95% percentiles of this estimate, obtained from 1000 bootstrap replicates. The black line shows the best-fit regression model for the time series; the grey lines show the equivalent regression lines for the 1000 bootstrap replicates. All bootstrap replicates pass through the same origin, because the number of adaptive substitutions at the time of the ancestral sequence is, by definition, zero (EA lineage, green; CS lineage, blue). (a) The results for the whole HA and NA genes. (b,c) The results for the surface and internal partitions of these genes. Note that the number of adaptations here are per gene values, whereas the results in figure 2 are per codon values.

Figure 4. The accumulation of adaptive substitutions through time in the PB2, PB1, PA, NP, M1, M2 and NS1 genes of avian-origin H1N1 SwIV (EA lineage, green; CS lineage, blue; TR lineage, magenta). See figure 3 legend for further details.
CS. In many genes, the 95% bootstrap percentiles of one lineage do not overlap the point estimate of the other: although this does not constitute a formal test of significance, it does indicate the observed difference is robust to sampling error. Adaptation rates are highest in the antigenic HA and NA genes, for which we report three values; the average adaptation rate across the whole gene, the rate in solvent-accessible (surface) residues and the rate in non-accessible (internal) residues. Remarkably, the HA gene adaptation rate for the EA lineage is not substantially different from that estimated for human influenza A virus (2.78 \times 10^{-3} substitutions per codon per year for EA, 2.0 \times 10^{-3} for human H1N1 and 3.31 \times 10^{-3} for human H3N2). The high rate of EA adaptation is also observed when only the surface residues of the HA trimer are considered (HA surface). By contrast, the HA gene adaptation rate of the CS lineage (4.97 \times 10^{-4}) is nearly an order of magnitude lower than that of EA and human influenza A. This difference is also reflected in the percentage of non-synonymous fixations in HA that are positively selected; this value is approximately 75 per cent, approximately 76 per cent and approximately 90 per cent for the EA, human H1N1 and human H3N2 lineages, respectively, whereas the equivalent value for the CS lineage is approximately 38 per cent (see the electronic supplementary material). There is little adaptation in the internal HA residues; in this set of codons only the human H1N1 lineage has 95% bootstrap percentiles that exclude zero.

Faster adaptation of EA strains is also observed in the NA gene (as with HA, three rates are estimated; see above). The NA gene adaptation rate for the EA lineage (1.86 \times 10^{-3}) is again greater than that for CS (6.94 \times 10^{-4} and comparable to that estimated for human influenza A. This difference remains notable (with respect to the bootstrap distributions) when only the surface residues of NA are considered, but not for the internal amino acids. Despite the lower adaptation rates seen in the NA gene of the CS lineage, the proportion of non-synonymous fixations in the NA surface residues of that lineage is high (approx. 75%) and comparable to that for the EA lineage (approx. 85%; electronic supplementary material).

For the polymerase genes (PB2, PB1 and PA), the fastest mean adaptation rates were observed in the TR lineage. The polymerase genes of the EA and TR lineages adapt faster than those of the CS lineage (none of the latter have 95% bootstrap percentiles that exclude zero). Indeed, molecular adaptation per codon in the PB2 gene of the TR lineage (9.37 \times 10^{-4}) is faster than that of the EA of the CS lineage. However, the absolute numbers of adaptive fixations in the polymerase genes are small (figure 4).

In all the remaining influenza A genes excluding NS1 (i.e. NP, M1 and M2), CS viruses do not exhibit adaptation rates greater than zero (assessed using the bootstrap distribution, as above). By contrast, the corresponding estimates and 95% bootstrap percentiles for the EA lineage are all greater than zero, except for the M2 gene. Although M2 gene adaptation rates appear lower in swine than human viruses, the M1 adaptation rate in EA viruses is substantially greater than that for any other lineage.

The estimated numbers of adaptive fixations through time for the swine influenza lineages (EA and CS) are shown in figures 3 and 4. The best-fitting regression model for each time series is shown (see Material and methods). Figure 3 contains the results for the antigenic HA and NA genes. In all but one case, the linear regression model provided the best-fit. The striking difference between EA and CS adaptation rates is again evident. The dataset representing surface residues of CS lineage NA genes was best-fitted by a quadratic model, suggesting a gradual reduction in the rate of adaptation after the mid 1990s.

Figure 4 also highlights notable differences among SwIV lineages in the adaptive dynamics of the polymerase genes. Notably, the PB2 and PA genes of the TR lineage (which originated from AIV) both exhibit nonlinear adaptation through time and are best-fitted by cubic and quadratic models, respectively. This suggests a rapid initial burst of adaptation followed by a sharp decrease in the rate of adaptive fixation. The PA gene of the EA lineage shows a similar dynamics, but with a stronger indication that previously accrued adaptive changes were lost in recent years. The remaining time series are best-fitted by a linear model.

4. Discussion

The central result of our study is the unexpectedly high rate of molecular adaptation in the EA SwIV genome, which in all genes exceeds that of the CS lineage, and in all genes except M2 is greater than zero. By contrast, rates of adaptation of CS genes during the same time are different from zero only in HA, NA and NS1. Thus, following the cross-species transmission of EA viruses from birds to swine around 1979, the EA genome has experienced a rapid and sustained natural selection for improved replication and transmission in its new hosts. In contrast, the CS lineage had at that time already circulated among swine for greater than 60 years, and its adaptation to mammalian hosts was likely complete (as suggested by the accrual of conserved, host-specific mutations; [32]). This conclusion is independently supported by our observation of high adaptation rates in the PB2 and PA genes of the TR lineage; these genes represent a separate transmission of AIV genes to swine. Adaptive fixation was seen in almost all EA genes, indicating that the adaptation of AIV to mammals in natural populations requires a diverse set of host-specific adaptations across the whole viral genome. The accumulation of adaptive fixations in the EA lineage continues for more than a decade after cross-species transfer, suggesting that multiple mutations in all genes contribute to the progressive optimization of viral fitness in mammals; many of these may represent compensatory or epistatic changes.

Our results can help to interpret those from recent reverse genetics experiments, in which an AIV H5N1 strain [21] and an AIV/human influenza A hybrid [20] were experimentally adapted to transmissibility among ferrets. First, the small number of mutations identified in such experiments is likely to represent only the beginning of an adaptation process that may continue for years after zoonosis. Second, adaptation in influenza genes other than HA and NA will also be important for viruses of avian origin. Third, adaptive fixations in non-solvent-accessible regions of HA and NA appear to play a comparatively minor role in the adaptation of AIV to mammals (swine) in natural populations.

The high adaptation rates we estimate for residues on the surface of the HA and NA genes of the EA lineage raise the possibility that at least some of this adaptation is caused by natural selection for escape from antibody responses. It is commonly thought that SwIV undergoes less antigenic
change than human influenza viruses [33,34], possibly because the short lifespan of farmed swine (approx. 150 days) lowers the chance of re-infection. However, several studies have concluded that the EA lineage HA gene undergoes more antigenic drift than the CS lineage HA gene [8,24,35], and it has been hypothesized that this provided EA viruses with a selective advantage, contributing to it replacing CS and TR strains in Asia [8]. Antibodies arising from CS and TR infection cross-react with many (but not all) EA viruses, which could explain some adaptation observed in the EA lineage HA and NA genes. However, we urge caution in these interpretations, as our understanding of the selective forces on HA and NA is still limited. While much attention has focused on the selection of mutations in known HA antibody epitopes, other regions of HA and NA may contribute to viral fitness through glycosylation [36], compensatory or epistatic interactions [37] or increased avidity for host cell receptors [38]. Further, adaptive evolution, even when not directly driven by humoral immunity, may be more commonly tolerated on macromolecular surfaces owing to stronger structural constraints on internal residues [39].

Mutations in the polymerase genes are considered to be important for the mammalian adaptation of AIV [17]. Our results are consistent with this as we observe rapid adaptation in the polymerase genes of the EA and TR lineages (although the absolute number of adaptations is small). In the TR lineage, PB2 and PA were reassorted from North American AIV and PB1 from human H3N2 influenza viruses. In the EA lineage, all three polymerase genes were derived from European AIV. Notably, in PB2 and PA of the TR lineage (and in PA of the EA lineage), we see a rapid burst of adaptation (approx. five fixations) soon after cross-species transfer followed by a decrease in the rate of molecular adaptation (figure 4). Visual inspection of the time series for the PB2 and PB1 genes of the EA lineage suggests a similar nonlinear behaviour, but for these the model-fitting results indicate the nonlinear trend is non-significant.

Population genetic theory highlights the factors determining rates of molecular adaptation: (i) per capita mutation rate, (ii) virus generation time, (iii) effective population size and (iv) selective pressures acting on the population. We posit that the latter provides the most probable explanation for the differences in EA and CS lineage adaptation rates. Changes in mutation rate or generation time should affect all gene segments equally, whereas we observe that ratios of EA/CS adaptation rates vary among genes (adaptation rates of M1, PB1 and PB2 are at least 10 times greater in EA viruses than in CS viruses, whereas those for NS1 or M2 are not significantly different). This heterogeneity points to selective pressures as the drivers of differences between EA and CS adaptation. Although it has been suggested that the mutation rate of the EA lineage may be higher than that of other lineages [40], subsequent experiments failed to observe a significant difference between the mutation rate of EA and that of AIV subtype H2N2 (thought to be slowly evolving; [41]).

The new methodological improvements implemented here demonstrate the utility of our framework [25,29,30]. Its simplicity means that it will remain computationally tractable as the datasets generated by next-generation sequencing technologies continue to increase greatly in size, length and temporal density. We have also illustrated the use of estimated three-dimensional protein structures to partition genomic sites into structural categories; further development and use of structural data will improve the study of adaptation in these and other viral genes. In future studies, we aim to further improve our framework by implementing a more formal approach to statistical significance testing.
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